


We'll hook you up with unlimited juice when you use
this coupon to get a new hand-built front wheel for
your bicycle that includes a Shimano Alfine Dynamo
front hub for just $198! 26", 700c,
and 650c wheel sizes welcome.
Reg. $300 Weinmann rim with stainless
spokes and 3-year wheel warranty.
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An eBike from R+E Cycles is somethin' special! If you're not looking for a 70 pound
motorcycle, but rather an elegant, comfortably fit bicycle with a little help for your commute,
or to keep up with your buddies, you need to see us first!  R+E eBike customers get:

- A comfortable ride - R+E Fitting Guaranteed
- Lighter weight than other eBike brands
- From a company with 46 years experience
- We make it easy - customize any model

- No limits - Fat tire and skinny tire models
- Make short work of your commute
- Light enough to ride like a regular bike
- Rest easy with R+E Cycles proven service

“What kind of motor is right for your bicycle?”

Electric bike designs are all over the map, but there are basically 2 types of motors used....hub drive and
mid drive. The type of motor design is an important thing to consider.

Type 1.) Hub Drive Motor:
These motors are mounted inside the hub in one of the wheels.  You’ll see this type of motor on eBikes
that sell for under $2,000. Hub motors are satisfactory for short commutes, weekend rides with the kids,
or getting groceries if you ride mainly on flat ground at higher speed.
They are inexpensive to build with, and can be installed and removed
fairly easily.
The Ups

Inexpensive to build with
Can be installed and removed fairly easily
Allows for multiple chain rings

The Downs
Not as efficient as mid-drive
Drains the battery faster

Type 2.) Mid Drive Motor:
Mid drive motors are mounted to the cranks. They provide a lot more power and efficiency, but are not a
design that can be taken off easily. It can be switched off and ridden as a regular bike, but the motor
stays attached to the frame. You’ll find most mid drive eBikes at $3,000 or more (see our introductory U-
district model on opposite page). If your commute is long, or the rides you want to do are long with hills,
choose a mid drive unit with lots of power and a good battery. A good
torque sensor can be used with these to enhance the ride as well.

The Ups
Very efficient
More power than hub drive
Torque sensor often included
Longer battery life

The Downs
More expensive than hub drive units
Not easily removed to convert back to regular bike
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I see a lot of folks out on the commuter trails

-



Hi Scott,

I have been meaning to write to you to
once again thank you for all your help with
our tandem. We had an excellent time at
the NWTR. We saw perhaps a dozen
Rodriquez tandems and even one of the
mini-tandems that you make. I know that
we are very biased, but I honestly feel that
our tandem was one of the very nicest
machines on the road, and there were over
400 tandem teams. Our skills continue to
improve. I am always amazed, each and
every time we saddle up, how nice our
Rodriguez is. It is stable, responsive, fast
and both Anne and I just love it. Your
recent tune-up and adjustments were
spot-on. Thank you so much.

I hope that you are doing well. Best to you
and the rest of the crew at R&E Cycles!

Karl & Anne


